Validation of the Ten-Item Internet Gaming Disorder Test (IGDT-10) and evaluation of the nine DSM-5 Internet Gaming Disorder criteria
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HIGHLIGHTS

• IGDT-10 is a valid and reliable instrument to assess Internet Gaming Disorder (IGD).
• IGD is manifested differently depending on its severity.
• “Preoccupation” and “escape” criteria had very low discriminatory power.
• The empirical data supported the DSM-5 suggestion for the IGD cut-off threshold.
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ABSTRACT

Introduction: The inclusion of Internet Gaming Disorder (IGD) in the DSM-5 (Section 3) has given rise to much scholarly debate regarding the proposed criteria and their operationalization. The present study’s aim was threefold: to (i) develop and validate a brief psychometric instrument (Ten-Item Internet Gaming Disorder Test; IGDT-10) to assess IGD using definitions suggested in DSM-5, (ii) contribute to ongoing debate regarding the usefulness and validity of each of the nine IGD criteria (using Item Response Theory [IRT]), and (iii) investigate the cut-off threshold suggested in the DSM-5.

Methods: An online gamer sample of 4887 gamers (age range 14–64 years, mean age 22.2 years [SD = 6.4], 92.5% male) was collected through Facebook and a gaming-related website with the cooperation of a popular Hungarian gaming magazine. A shopping voucher of approx. 300 Euros was drawn between participants to boost participation (i.e., lottery incentive). Confirmatory factor analysis and a structural regression model were used to test the psychometric properties of the IGDT-10 and IRT analysis was conducted to test the measurement performance of the nine IGD criteria. Finally, Latent Class Analysis along with sensitivity and specificity analysis were used to investigate the cut-off threshold proposed in the DSM-5.

Results: Analysis supported IGDT-10’s validity, reliability, and suitability to be used in future research. Findings of the IRT analysis suggest IGD is manifested through a different set of symptoms depending on the level of severity. More specifically, “continuation”, “preoccupation”, “negative consequences” and “escape” were associated with lower severity of IGD, while “tolerance”, “loss of control”, “giving up other activities” and “deception” criteria were associated with more severe levels. “Preoccupation” and “escape” provided very little information to the estimation IGD severity. Finally, the DSM-5 suggested threshold appeared to be supported by our statistical analyses.

Conclusions: IGDT-10 is a valid and reliable instrument to assess IGD as proposed in the DSM-5. Apparently the nine criteria do not explain IGD in the same way, suggesting that additional studies are needed to assess the characteristics and intricacies of each criterion and how they account to explain IGD.

© 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The assessment of problematic gaming (or gaming addiction) has been a subject of controversy since it has gained scientific attention (Griffiths, Király, Pontes, & Demetrovics, 2015; King, Haagsma, Delfabbro, Gradisar, & Griffiths, 2013; Kuss & Griffiths, 2012). Over 20 instruments have been developed to assess problematic gaming but
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few have been properly validated and the lack of consensual definition led to inconsistencies in the assessment criteria (see King et al., 2013; Király, Nagygyörgy, Koronczai, Griffiths, & Demetrovics, 2015; Pontes & Griffiths, 2014). The inclusion of Internet Gaming Disorder (IGD) in Section 3 of the fifth edition of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-5) (American Psychiatric Association, 2013), led to an upsurge of new psychometric tools designed to assess problematic gaming according to the nine DSM-5 IGD criteria (e.g., Lemmens, Valkenburg, & Gentile, 2015; Pontes & Griffiths, 2015, Pontes, Király, Demetrovics, & Griffiths, 2014, Rebbein, Kliem, Baier, Mösle, & Petry, 2015). Additionally, the concept of IGD has stirred debate among scholars in terms of the validity of each nine IGD criteria and how to better operationally define such criteria in light of knowledge on problematic gaming accumulated over three decades (Griffiths, et al., in press; Király, Griffiths, & Demetrovics, 2015; van Rooij & Praise, 2014).

To date, most of the newly developed IGD assessment measures have two main shortcomings. Firstly, some of the new measures are arguably lengthy, thus not optimal for large-scale surveys using questionnaires that comprise several scales necessary to test complex associations regarding IGD. Secondly, some of the new instruments (including short ones) either do not specifically reflect the nine IGD criteria, or use convoluted wording that might be difficult for gamers to understand and answer. Given this, the first aim of this study is to develop and validate psychometrically, a new brief instrument to assess IGD using definitions suggested in the DSM-5, while also adopting a simple, clear, and more consistent item-wording that adequately reflects the IGD concept.

Furthermore, a few recently published studies (Ko et al., 2014; Lemmens et al., 2015; Rebbein et al., 2015) examining the usefulness and validity of all nine IGD criteria provided interesting and yet conflicting results. For instance, Rebbein et al. (2015) found that the criteria “give up other activities,” “tolerance” and “withdrawal” were of key importance for identifying IGD, while Lemmens et al. (2015) found “escape” did not add to diagnostic accuracy due to lack of specificity. As a second aim, the present authors contribute to this debate by further investigating the nine IGD criteria as proposed by the DSM-5 and examining how each IGD criterion performs at different severity levels using an Item Response Theory (IRT) approach.

Moreover, little is known empirically about the validity of the proposed cut-off threshold for IGD (i.e., endorsing five or more criteria out of the nine) in the DSM-5 as it was conservatively chosen by the APA, because low thresholds might inflate diagnoses and result in classifying individuals who have not suffered significant clinical impairment (Petry et al., 2014). To the authors’ knowledge, only one study (i.e., Ko et al., 2014) has examined the diagnostic validity of the nine IGD criteria and tested the proposed cut-off threshold for IGD. The study concluded that endorsing five or more of the nine IGD criteria was the best cut-off threshold to differentiate gamers with IGD from healthy gamers. A final aim is to contribute to this question by empirically testing the suggested IGD cut-off points with Latent Class Analysis (LCA), sensitivity, and specificity analysis in a large heterogeneous sample of online gamers.

2. Materials and methods

The study was approved by the Institutional Review Board of the Eötvös Loránd University, Budapest, Hungary.

2.1. Participants and procedure

Data collection took place online with the cooperation of a popular Hungarian gaming magazine (i.e., GameStar) targeting the entire gamer community in Hungary including both PC and console gamers. The magazine’s Facebook page had approximately 65,000 followers during data collection and an associated online website. A participation call was posted online via the magazine’s website and Facebook page three times during August to September 2014. Prior to starting the survey, all participants were informed about the goals of the study. They were assured about anonymity and confidentiality, and their informed consent was obtained by ticking into a box if they agreed to continue and participate in the study (14–17 years old children had to tick another box too for parental permission). A shopping voucher of 90,000 HUF (approx. 300€) was drawn between participants that fully completed the survey. A total of 7757 gamers started the survey. After excluding cases with severe incompleteness or inconsistencies, 4887 gamers remained, corresponding to a response rate of 63.0%.

2.2. Measures

Ten-Item Internet Gaming Disorder Test (IGDT-10) comprises 10 items and assesses levels of IGD. The instrument was developed theoretically via experts’ discussion in an attempt to operationalize IGD using the nine DSM-5 criteria in a brief and simple way, and by adopting clear unambiguous wording for each item. In order to increase content validity, the diagnostic criteria of IGD based on DSM-5 were strictly followed, while also taking into consideration Petry et al.’s (2014) recommendations regarding item operationalization. Each criterion was operationalized using a single item, except for the last criterion referring to “jeopardy or losing a significant relationship, job, or educational or career opportunity because of participation in Internet games”. This criterion was operationalized via two items given its complexity and description of more than one construct. Response options for the ten items were “never”, “sometimes”, and “often” instead of “yes” and “no”. The 3-point Likert scale was preferred in order to facilitate the responses given by participants as it makes the decision easier and more realistic. However, during scoring the IGDT-10 items were recoded into a “yes” (1) and “no” (0) format in order to resemble the dichotomous structure of IGD in DSM-5. Since IGD criteria in the DSM-5 suggest that behaviors or problems are frequently repeated or continuously present, only “often” answers were recoded as “yes”. Given that question 9 and 10 are related to the same criterion, they are combined in the scoring, that is, answering “Often” on either Item 9 or Item 10 (or both items) scores only 1 point (see Appendix A). Consequently, the composite score of IGDT-10 ranges from 0 to 9, higher scores indicating more severe cases of IGD. Cronbach’s alpha of the scale was .68, while Guttman’s Lambda-2 value was .69.

Problematic Online Gaming Questionnaire (POGQ; Demetrovics et al., 2012). The POGQ is a standardized tool with good validity and reliability indices. It comprises 18 items used to assess problematic online gaming via six factors (i.e., preoccupation, immersion, overuse, social isolation, interpersonal conflicts, and withdrawal). Items were rated on a 5-point Likert scale (from “never” to “almost always/always”) with higher scores meaning higher risk of problematic play. Cronbach’s alpha for this instrument in the present sample was .90. This instrument was used to ascertain the validity of the IGDT-10.

Brief Symptom Inventory (BSI; Derogatis, 1975) comprises 53 items and assessed psychiatric distress. This instrument assesses nine self-reported clinically relevant psychological symptoms: somatization, obsession-compulsion, interpersonal sensitivity, depression, anxiety, hostility, phobic anxiety, paranoid ideation, and psychoticism. Answers were given on a 5-point Likert scale from “not at all” to “extremely”. In the present study, a summarized index (i.e., the Global Severity Index [GSI]) assessed the intensity of general distress where higher scores indicated higher levels of general distress. Cronbach’s alpha for this measure in the present sample was .96.

Weekly gaming time was measured as an ordinal variable with six response options: “None”; “Less than 7 h weekly”; “7–14 h weekly”; “15–28 h weekly”; “29–42 h weekly”; and “More than 42 h weekly”, and it was linearized for the analysis (first and last values were retained with a score of 0 and 42, while intervals were recoded with their midpoints).
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2.3. Statistical analysis

2.3.1. Validation of the IGDT-10

To test dimensionality and construct validity of the IGDT-10, confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) was used with robust weighted least square (WLSMV) estimation method in Mplus 7.3 (Muthén & Muthén, 1998–2012). To evaluate model fit, multiple indices were used, including the chi-square ($\chi^2$) value, the comparative fit index (CFI), the Tucker–Lewis Fit index (TLI), the root mean square error of approximation (RMSEA), its 90% confidence interval (90% CI), and p value smaller than .05 for test of close fit. The chi-square test should be nonsignificant ($p > .05$) for good fitting models. However, this index is sensitive to large sample sizes, therefore goodness of fit was examined using the other indices. Hu and Bentler (1999) suggested an RMSEA value less than 0.06 and CFI and TLI values above 0.95 for good model fit. To further verify the construct validity of the IGDT-10 a pattern of covariates was tested with a fully saturated structural regression model in Mplus 7.3, having IGDT-10 and POGQ as endogenous variables, and psychiatric distress and gaming time as exogenous variables. Psychiatric distress and gaming time were chosen as the exogenous variables because other studies have consistently reported an association between IGD and these variables (see King et al., 2013). All composite scores (i.e., IGDT-10, POGQ, and psychiatric distress) were entered in the model as latent variables with single indicators in order to control for measurement error (Cole & Preacher, 2014).

2.3.2. Evaluating the nine DSM criteria using Item Response Theory

IRT is a theoretical framework and complementary to Classical Test Theory (CTT). Both approaches share the assumption that measurement involves placing of an individual on the continuum of the underlying latent variable, in this case the severity of IGD. The IRT has nevertheless some important advantages over the CTT. The IRT models place individuals and items on the same latent variable. Thus, item properties remain invariant with respect to the analyzed sample (e.g., Reeve & Fayers, 2005). A two-parameter logistic Item Response Theory model (2PL-IRT model) was computed using Mplus 7.3. The 2PL-IRT describes measurement performance of each criterion with two parameters. The threshold parameter ($b$ parameter) is related to severity of a criterion and its higher value indicates that the criterion is fulfilled only in more severe stages of the disorder. The discrimination parameter ($a$ parameter) refers to the accuracy of the criterion in distinguishing between respondents below and above the aforementioned threshold ($b$). Based on the two parameters, an information function can be estimated. It describes how informative (in terms of measurement) criteria on different levels of disorder severity are.

The fit indices for the Item Response Theory (IRT) were equivalent to those obtained in CFA analysis. Additionally, the assumptions of the 2PL-IRT model were verified. The question in regard to unidimensionality was subject to CFA analysis. Monotonicity assumption was verified based on the evaluation of the ratio of respondents endorsing each criterion, nine groups fulfilling different number of criteria. Residual correlation matrix and model indices were analyzed to identify associations between the criteria after controlling for the underlying latent factor.

2.3.3. Evaluating IGD's suggested cut-off value

In order to test the cut-off value suggested in the DSM-5 (i.e., endorsement of five or more of nine IGD criteria) a Latent Class Analysis (LCA) was carried out in Mplus 7.3 to identify problematic gamers. LCA is a mixture modeling technique used to identify groups of people (categorical latent variables) who give similar responses to specific variables (Collins & Lanza, 2010), in this case the responses given by gamers to the IGDT-10 criteria (dichotomous manifest variables). The group with the highest likelihood of meeting the nine criteria was used as the gold standard to determine the optimal cut-off value that separated this group from the remaining sample. The sensitivity, specificity, positive, negative predictive value, and diagnostic accuracy of each cut-off threshold were calculated and compared to identify the best-fitting value and compare it to the one suggested for IGD in DSM-5.

The LCA analysis was carried out with one to five classes. To determine the number of latent classes, multiple indices were used: measures of parsimony (i.e., Akaike Information Criterion [AIC], Bayesian Information Criterion [BIC], and sample-size adjusted Bayesian Information Criterion [SSABIC]) with lower values indicating more parsimonious models, the Entropy criterion that determines the accuracy of classifying people into their respective classes (higher values indicating better fit), and the Lo–Mendell–Rubin Adjusted Likelihood Ratio Test (LMR-LRT) that statistically compares the fit of the tested model (e.g., four-class model) to a model with one class less (e.g., three-class model). A significant p value in LMR-LRT indicates the tested model fits better than the previous one (Muthén & Muthén, 1998–2012). Missing data were treated with Full Information Maximum Likelihood (FIML) method in Mplus. Descriptive statistics, prevalence, and criteria endorsement analyses were carried out using SPSS version 22 (IBM Corp., 2013).

3. Results

3.1. Descriptive statistics

The final sample ($N = 4887$) comprised 4517 males (92.5%) and 364 females (7.5%). The mean age was 22.2 years ($SD = 6.4$), with the youngest participant being 14 years and the oldest being 64 years. More than half of the sample (57%) played for more than $15$ h weekly. Two-thirds of the sample (69.7%) played mostly on personal computers (PC), 22.7% played both on PCs and consoles, 6% played only on consoles, and 1.6% played rarely on PCs or consoles. The mean number of completed years in education was 12.4 years ($SD = 3.2$), and most were single and still studying in education (see Table 1).

3.2. Validation of the IGDT-10

Based on theoretical considerations (i.e., the items reflecting the nine IGD criteria load on one single IGD factor), a one-factor solution of the nine dichotomous items was tested with CFA. The model provided a good fit to the data ($\chi^2 = 194.4$ df = $27$ p $< .0001$; CFI = 0.971; TLI = 0.962; RMSEA = 0.036 [0.031–0.040] Cfr > 0.90 pclose = 1.000; $N = 4887$). Factor loadings of all nine indicators of the IGDT-10 were above the conventional threshold of .50 (see Table 2). The pattern of covariates of IGDT-10 was tested with a structural regression model (see Fig. 1). The two instruments measuring problematic online gaming (i.e., IGDT-10 and POGQ) were strongly correlated ($r = .77, p < .001$). Additionally, their associations with psychiatric distress and gaming time were comparable, IGDT-10 having slightly higher associations with all three explanatory variables. All the validation analyses were also carried out on the subsamples of different platform users (i.e., PC players, PC and console players, and console players), and similar results were found, with minor differences between the three groups.

3.3. IGD prevalence and criteria endorsement

Based on five criteria endorsement suggested in DSM-5 as the cut-off threshold for classifying disordered gamers, IGD prevalence rate in the present sample was 2.9% ($n = 138$). Basic demographic characteristics, weekly gaming time and platform preference of the participants with and without IGD are outlined in Table 1. The endorsement of each IGD criterion in the total sample and among disordered gamers is in Table 2. “Preoccupation” was the most frequently endorsed criterion.

---

1 The terms item and criterion are used interchangeably in the description of statistical analyses.
Table 1: Demographics and weekly gaming time of sample participants (total sample, participants without IGD, and participants with IGD).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Demographics</th>
<th>Total sample (N = 4232–4881)</th>
<th>Participants without IGD (n = 4000–4611)</th>
<th>Participants with IGD (n = 117–138)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gender (males)</td>
<td>4517 (92.5%)</td>
<td>4268 (92.6%)</td>
<td>124 (89.9%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age, years; mean (SD)</td>
<td>22.2 (6.4)</td>
<td>22.2 (6.3)</td>
<td>21.4 (6.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education, number of completed years; mean (SD)</td>
<td>12.4 (3.2)</td>
<td>12.4 (3.2)</td>
<td>11.8 (3.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marital status</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single</td>
<td>2825 (60.1%)</td>
<td>2648 (59.9%)</td>
<td>93 (68.9%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In a relationship, but living separately</td>
<td>1073 (22.8%)</td>
<td>1017 (22.9%)</td>
<td>30 (22.2%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Living with a partner</td>
<td>551 (11.7%)</td>
<td>527 (11.9%)</td>
<td>10 (7.4%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Married</td>
<td>226 (4.8%)</td>
<td>215 (4.9%)</td>
<td>2 (1.5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Divorced</td>
<td>25 (.5%)</td>
<td>25 (.6%)</td>
<td>0 (0.0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Studying currently</td>
<td>2965 (60.9%)</td>
<td>2802 (61.0%)</td>
<td>88 (63.8%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Working status</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not working</td>
<td>2368 (48.8%)</td>
<td>2236 (48.8%)</td>
<td>79 (57.2%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Having a full-time job</td>
<td>1598 (32.9%)</td>
<td>1506 (32.9%)</td>
<td>36 (26.1%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Having a part-time job</td>
<td>118 (2.4%)</td>
<td>114 (2.5%)</td>
<td>3 (2.2%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Working on ad-hoc basis</td>
<td>550 (11.3%)</td>
<td>521 (11.4%)</td>
<td>13 (9.4%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weekly gaming time</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>None</td>
<td>57 (1.2%)</td>
<td>56 (1.2%)</td>
<td>0 (0.0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Less than 7 h weekly</td>
<td>829 (17.0%)</td>
<td>805 (17.5%)</td>
<td>16 (11.6%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7–14 h weekly</td>
<td>1214 (24.9%)</td>
<td>1162 (25.2%)</td>
<td>16 (11.6%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15–28 h weekly</td>
<td>1503 (30.8%)</td>
<td>1418 (30.8%)</td>
<td>28 (20.2%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29–42 h weekly</td>
<td>866 (17.8%)</td>
<td>809 (17.6%)</td>
<td>26 (18.8%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More than 42 h weekly</td>
<td>409 (8.4%)</td>
<td>355 (7.7%)</td>
<td>34 (25.3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gaming platform preference</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gamers playing mostly on PC</td>
<td>2951 (60.7%)</td>
<td>2795 (60.9%)</td>
<td>77 (56.8%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gamers playing both on PCs and consoles</td>
<td>959 (20.2%)</td>
<td>896 (20.2%)</td>
<td>53 (39.9%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gamers playing only on consoles</td>
<td>256 (6.0%)</td>
<td>245 (6.1%)</td>
<td>5 (3.8%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gamers playing rarely on PC or consoles</td>
<td>66 (1.6%)</td>
<td>64 (1.6%)</td>
<td>0 (0.0%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Sample sizes for these analyses varied due to cases with missing values.

(20.1%) among all gamers, while “continuation” was the most commonly endorsed criterion among disordered gamers (92.8%).

3.4. Evaluating the nine DSM criteria using IRT

All assumptions of the 2PL-IRT model were verified. The probability of endorsing each criterion increased with the number of criteria endorsed, indicating monotonicity. After controlling for the underlying latent factor, no significant correlations between the criteria were found. Fit indices for the IRT model were the same as for the CFA, and therefore acceptable. The Item Characteristic Curves are presented in Table 2 and graphically displayed in Fig. 2.

Generally (see Fig. 2), a specific criterion endorsement pattern was identified in the responses. The probability (Y-axis) of fulfilling each criterion differed depending on the severity of IGD (X-axis). The criteria “continuation”, “preoccupation”, “negative consequences” and “escape” were associated with lower IGD severity; “Tolerance”, “loss of control”, “giving up other activities” and “deception” criteria were associated with more severe levels, and had similar threshold (b) parameters. Highest severity (b = 2.54) was noted for “withdrawal” criterion, indicating that withdrawal is associated with most severe IGD symptoms.

Regarding criterion discrimination accuracy (a parameter), some differences were found in performance of various criteria. While most had similar discriminatory power, “preoccupation” and “escape” criteria showed significantly lower values, indicating worse accuracy. Based on threshold and discrimination parameters, Item (criteria) Information Curves were estimated. These indicators (see Fig. 3) describe how much information each criterion delivers for estimation of IGD severity. Due to different threshold parameters, each criterion delivered different amounts of information on various IGD severity stages. In general, criteria with higher discriminatory power delivered more information.

When compared to other criteria, “preoccupation” and “escape” provided the least information. Conversely, “continuation”, followed by “negative consequences” and “giving up other activities” provided the most information. The “continuation” criterion provided

Table 2: Endorsement of the nine IGD criteria, factor loadings, and Item Response Theory parameters of the criteria.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criterion</th>
<th>Endorsement in the total sample (N = 4883–4887)</th>
<th>Endorsement among the disordered group (≥5 DSM criteria) (n = 138)</th>
<th>Factor loading (one-factor model) (N = 4887)</th>
<th>Discrimination parameter a estimate (SE) (N = 4887)</th>
<th>Severity parameter b estimate (SE) (N = 4887)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Preoccupation</td>
<td>982</td>
<td>20.1</td>
<td>76.8</td>
<td>.55</td>
<td>0.66 (0.04)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Withdrawal</td>
<td>154</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>39.9</td>
<td>.73</td>
<td>1.07 (0.09)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Tolerance</td>
<td>226</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>55.8</td>
<td>.72</td>
<td>1.04 (0.08)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Loss of control</td>
<td>324</td>
<td>6.6</td>
<td>52.9</td>
<td>.66</td>
<td>0.89 (0.06)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Giving up other activities</td>
<td>213</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>55.1</td>
<td>.74</td>
<td>1.10 (0.08)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Continuation</td>
<td>754</td>
<td>15.5</td>
<td>92.8</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>1.33 (0.08)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Deception</td>
<td>238</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>50.7</td>
<td>.70</td>
<td>0.98 (0.07)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Escape</td>
<td>631</td>
<td>13.0</td>
<td>76.1</td>
<td>.61</td>
<td>0.78 (0.05)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Negative consequences</td>
<td>516</td>
<td>10.6</td>
<td>81.2</td>
<td>.74</td>
<td>1.10 (0.07)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjects endorsing 5 or more IGD criteria</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total endorsed criteria M = .83 (SD = 1.36)

Note: Sample sizes for analyses related to “Endorsement in the total sample” varied due to cases with missing values.
considerably more information on less severe IGD levels, suggesting it accurately measures the severity of IGD problems already among individuals with low severity of IGD.

3.5. Evaluating the suggested cut-off value

An LCA analysis with two to five latent classes was performed on the IGDT-10 criteria to test the cut-off value suggested in the DSM-5. Fit indices and test values are presented in Table 3. According to the criteria listed in the ‘Statistical analysis’ section, the four-class solution was selected. Estimated probabilities of the four latent classes are presented in Fig. 4. The fourth class (i.e., 2.6%, N = 4887) represents gamers with the highest estimated probabilities of endorsing all nine IGD criteria, and therefore considered the disordered group. “Continuation” and “negative consequences” criteria had the highest estimated probabilities of being endorsed by these gamers.

To test whether the cut-off value suggested by the DSM-5 (i.e., five or more criteria) fitted the data empirically, the fourth LCA group was used as the gold standard to determine the optimal cut-off threshold to distinguish gamers of this group from the remaining sample (Table 4). Based on sensitivity, specificity, positive and negative predictive value, and diagnostic accuracy of each cut-off score, the empirical data supported DSM-5’s suggestion for IGD cut-off threshold (i.e., endorsement of five or more criteria).

4. Discussion

The primary aim of this study was to develop and validate a new psychometric tool to assess IGD that overcomes the shortcomings...
indicating that the four-class solution was selected as a result of the LCA analysis. Note: AIC = Akaike Information Criterion, BIC = Bayesian Information Criterion, SSABIC = sample size adjusted BIC, LMR-LRT = Lo–Mendell–Rubin Likelihood Ratio Test. Bold data indicate that the four-class solution was selected as a result of the LCA analysis.

In parallel to these results, criteria endorsement rates suggested that criterion “preoccupation” followed by “continuation” were the two most frequently endorsed criteria, whereas “withdrawal” and “giving up other activities” were least endorsed among the whole sample. Furthermore, the endorsement rate pattern was different among those meeting five or more (of nine) IGD criteria as “continuation” followed by “negative consequences” were endorsed more often in comparison to the criteria “withdrawal” and “deception”. These findings contrast with those of two recent studies (i.e., Lemmens et al., 2015, Rehbein et al., 2015) that found “escape” was the most frequently endorsed criteria, while “negative consequences” (termed as “conflict” in Lemmens et al.’s study, and “risk/lose relationship/opportunities” in Rehbein et al.’s study) was the least endorsed in both the whole sample and among those meeting five or more IGD criteria. It remains unclear whether these differences derive from the different criteria operationalization or the diversity of samples (i.e., different mean age, gender rate, and/or cultural differences).

The present study’s results suggest that while the underlying structure for IGD appears to be unidimensional, the phenomenon is primarily manifested via different sets of symptoms depending on the level of disorder severity. Furthermore, the discriminatory (a) and threshold (b) parameters of each criterion provided information about the accuracy of the proposed set of IGD criteria in differentiating between gamers with less and more severe IGD levels. The accuracy of the symptoms differed depending on IGD severity, and was best at more severe levels of the disorder (peaking around b = 2), suggesting that the nine IGD symptoms differentiate better among individuals with more severe gaming-related problems. However, “preoccupation” and “escape” criteria had very low discriminatory power, and thus provided little

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Log-likelihood</th>
<th>Replicated log-likelihood</th>
<th>Nr. of free parameters</th>
<th>AIC</th>
<th>BIC</th>
<th>SSABIC</th>
<th>Entropy</th>
<th>LMR-LRT test</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2 classes</td>
<td>-11,251.887</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>22,542</td>
<td>22,665</td>
<td>226,095</td>
<td>0.796</td>
<td>2842</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 classes</td>
<td>-11,159.881</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>22,378</td>
<td>22,566</td>
<td>22,474</td>
<td>0.774</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 classes</td>
<td>-11,098.715</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>22,275</td>
<td>22,529</td>
<td>22,405</td>
<td>0.764</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 classes</td>
<td>-11,083.844</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>22,266</td>
<td>22,584</td>
<td>22,428</td>
<td>0.782</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>0.2115</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: AIC = Akaike Information Criterion, BIC = Bayesian Information Criterion, SSABIC = sample size adjusted BIC, LMR-LRT = Lo–Mendell–Rubin Likelihood Ratio Test. Bold data indicate that the four-class solution was selected as a result of the LCA analysis.

The results of IRT analysis demonstrated the criteria “continuation”, “preoccupation”, “negative consequences”, and “escape” were endorsed more frequently in less severe IGD stages and “tolerance”, “loss of control”, “giving up other activities”, and “deception” were only reported when endorsing the nine criteria via multiple indicators. The structural regression model testing the pattern of covariates showed high correlations with POGQ, an instrument measuring the same construct, and comparable associations of the two instruments with explanatory variables. Internal consistency was satisfactory, however, not too high, which may be related to the limited number of binary variables analyzed.

The present study’s results suggest that while the underlying structure for IGD appears to be unidimensional, the phenomenon is primarily manifested via different sets of symptoms depending on the level of disorder severity. Furthermore, the discriminatory (a) and threshold (b) parameters of each criterion provided information about the accuracy of the proposed set of IGD criteria in differentiating between gamers with less and more severe IGD levels. The accuracy of the symptoms differed depending on IGD severity, and was best at more severe levels of the disorder (peaking around b = 2), suggesting that the nine IGD symptoms differentiate better among individuals with more severe gaming-related problems. However, “preoccupation” and “escape” criteria had very low discriminatory power, and thus provided little
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information to the estimation of IGD severity. This parallels the findings of Rehbein et al. (2015) who found that “escape” and “preoccupation” poorly predicted IGD despite being endorsed at high rates.

Additionally, Lemmens et al. (2015) found that “escape” had the lowest specificity in distinguishing between disordered and non-disordered gamers, while Ko et al. (2014) reported that “deception” and “escape” had the lowest diagnostic accuracy to discriminate individuals with IGD from non-problematic individuals. Therefore, replacing these two criteria with new ones that better discriminate (high a parameter) disordered gamers in less severe stages (low b parameter) of IGD might be beneficial. Although it is not the primary goal of DSM-5, implementing such changes in the diagnostic IGD criteria, might also facilitate more reliable assessment among “diagnostic orphans” (i.e., gamers endorsing less than five IGD criteria), which is very valuable from the perspective of research.

IGD prevalence rates were estimated on the basis of endorsement of at least five of nine IGD criteria, and via an LCA by selecting gamers with membership in the class with the highest probability of endorsing all nine criteria. Based on endorsement of five criteria as the cut-off, the IGD prevalence rate in the sample was 2.9%, while, the prevalence based on LCA results was slightly more conservative (2.6%). By adopting a similar strategy to derive IGD prevalence rates in a representative sample of Dutch adolescents, Lemmens et al. (2015) found a 6.6% prevalence rate among gamers, and 5.4% in the whole sample using a threshold endorsement of at least five of nine criteria. However, by using a stricter cut-off (i.e., endorsement of at least six criteria) a 5.2% prevalence rate was reported among gamers and 4% in the whole sample (Lemmens et al., 2015). The lowest IGD prevalence rate reported also by Lemmens et al., 2015). The lowest IGD prevalence rate in the sample was 2.9%, while, the prevalence rate discrepancies might also be a consequence of different operationalization of IGD criteria and diversity of samples.

The results from the sensitivity, specificity, positive and negative predictive value, and diagnostic accuracy analysis of each possible cut-off score for IGD appeared to support the DSM-5 suggested threshold (i.e., endorsement of at least five criteria). Drawing on different methodology and study design, Ko et al. (2014) found similar results in a clinical sample of 75 Taiwanese young adults. Future clinical validation studies using samples of Western individuals should be conducted to provide further information on the suitability of IGD cut-off as the findings of this study were entirely derived on the basis of statistical testing.

This study has several limitations that have to be taken into consideration when interpreting the findings reported. Although the sample was relatively large and heterogeneous, participants were recruited using a non-probability sampling technique, which potentially limits the external validity of the findings. For instance a recent study found that online gamer samples are especially prone to self-selection bias (Khazaal et al., 2014), therefore caution is warranted when generalizing specific results (i.e., prevalence rates). Moreover, another recent study pointed out that instruments with average sensitivity and specificity values assessing disorders with low prevalence rates tend to have surprisingly low positive predictive values (PPV), meaning that only a small proportion of those who screen positive, are truly disordered (Maraz, Király, & Demetrovic, 2015). Disregarding the positive predictive values, most probably leads to inflated prevalence rates, and ultimately to the overpathologizing of certain behaviors (Billieux, Schimmenti, Khazaal, Maurage, & Heeren, 2015). The Hungarian-only data must also be taken into consideration when generalizing the results. Furthermore, gender distribution in the sample was highly unbalanced which – although in line with similar studies – might also influence the generalizability of the results. Furthermore, the distribution of the sample regarding platform preference may not represent the distribution in the Hungarian gamer population. However, to the best of the authors’ knowledge, there are no data available on this issue. Additionally, the data were entirely collected using self-report questionnaires, which are known for producing potential biases (e.g., social desirability biases, short-term recall biases, etc.). Besides these potential limitations, the present study has some key strengths. It provides a short and psychometrically valid instrument to assess IGD, and to the best of the authors’ knowledge, it is the first study to provide empirical information about the measurement performance of the nine IGD criteria using IRT analysis.

5. Conclusion

Generally, the present findings support the validity and reliability of the IGDT-10 to assess IGD using the DSM-5 framework and corroborate the use of the suggested cut-off threshold for classifying individuals with IGD as proposed by DSM-5. The findings of IRT analysis in regard to the criteria endorsement pattern suggested that IGD is manifested differently depending on its severity. For instance, while “continuation” and “negative consequences” were already fulfilled by individuals with less severe IGD, withdrawal symptoms were reported only in most severe cases. Furthermore, as “preoccupation” and “escape” repeatedly yielded low psychometric indices, we suggest their replacement by others (or even exclusion). Our findings pave the way for future studies to assess the characteristics and intricacies of each criterion and how they explain IGD.

Appendix A. Ten-Item Internet Gaming Disorder Test (IGDT-10)

Please read the statements below regarding online gaming. The questionnaire refers to ONLINE GAMES,2 but the reference to ‘game’ or ‘gaming’ is used for the sake of simplicity. Please, indicate on the scale from 0 to 2 (Never, Sometimes, Often) to what extent, and how often, these statements applied to you over the PAST 12 MONTHS!

---

2 The present study targeted online gamers only therefore the instructions were phrased as such. However, in line with the recommendations of the DSM-5, the IGDT-10 can be applied for video games in general. In that case online gaming should be replaced with video gaming, and ONLINE GAMES should be replaced by ‘VIDEO GAMES (both online and offline, played on any platform)’ in the instructions.
Scoring: In order to measure the DSM-5 criteria items are recoded into a dichotomous format according to the following: answers “Never” and “Sometimes” are evaluated as the criterion is not met (0 point), while “Often” is evaluated as the criterion is met (1 point).

**Important:** Question 9 and 10 belong to the same criterion, that is, answer “Often” on either Item 9 or Item 10 (or both items) means only 1 point.

**Evaluation:** DSM-5 considers the case clinically relevant if five or more criteria are met.
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